Taxonomy of phototrophic green and purple bacteria: a review.
The presently existing classification for the green and purple bacteria comprises physiological-ecological assemblages of phototrophic bacteria with anoxygenic photosynthesis. The taxonomic units of the different levels were based entirely on common phenotypic traits, including morphological, cytological, physiological and biochemical characteristics. Since degrees of resemblance form the basis of the grouping, this classification cannot reflect the genetic or evolutionary relatedness of these bacteria, neither among themselves nor with other bacteria. The advantage of the artificial system, however, is the use of features which can be established in most laboratories and which allow the comparison and identification of newly isolated strains with those already studied and described. The four existing families correspond to the four major recognized, ecophysiological groups, the Chlorobiaceae and Chloroflexaceae among the green bacteria, and the Chromatiaceae and Rhodospirillaceae among the purple bacteria. Our knowledge of all these groups is incomplete; this is reflected by the fact that seven new species have been described during the past three years (6th Newsletter on phot. bacteria, Trüper and Hansen, 1982). The description of the new genus and species Erythrobacter longus (Shiba and Simidu, 1982) is also interesting, as it comprises aerobic chemoorganotrophic marine bacteria which form bacteriochlorophyll a and carotenoids; however, no strains were able to grow phototrophilcally. Significant success is currently being obtained in the different approaches toward elucidating the genetic relationships within and outside of the purple and green bacteria. Detailed studies of the lipopolysaccharides of several species and genera of the Rhodospirillaceae (Weckesser et al., 1979, and more recent paper) have proven to be very useful for the recognition of relationships or dissimilarities between the species of a genus or between different genera. Amino acid sequence studies of cytochromes c from Rhodospirillaceae, other bacteria and eukaryotic organisms (Dickerson, 1980) have led to the recognition of four different groups of cytochrome c molecules (long, medium and two groups of short protein chains). The subdivision of the Rhodospirillaceae into three species groups, each possessing one of the three types of cytochrome c, proved to be in total agreement with the results of oligonucleotide cataloging of the 16 S ribosomal RNA of these bacteria (Gibson et al., 1979). The latter method also revealed that several chemotropic bacteria, including the nitrifying bacteria, are more closely related to certain purple bacteria than different species of the purple bacteria among themselves (Seewaldt et al., 1982).(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)